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Abstract Modeling of polymeric blends has attracted

considerable attention due to simplification of blending

processes, rapidity in usage and its inexpensive cost. So far,

a great deal of effort has been made to seek new models

with embodied correct assumptions and application of

mathematical calculation process. In this work, direct and

independent approximation model (DIA) including a con-

sistency parameter, F(D), is proposed to predict the mod-

ulus of polymeric blends. Using F(D), two entirely

different models are unified; one implies droplet-matrix

structure and the other characterizes the modulus of co-

continuous structure. Furthermore, a fraction of intercon-

nected dispersed droplets (co-continuous sector) after per-

colation threshold is introduced by parameter R(D), which

is also based on percolation theory. However, both intro-

duced parameters are mathematically evaluated, and unlike

the other proposed models they can simplify the calculation

procedure significantly by preventing complicated geo-

metrical shapes and parameters. Furthermore, as another

advantage, any model which expresses the mechanical

properties of co-continuous and/or droplet-matrix structure

could be used as basis of DIA model. Considering pre-

indicated volume fractions, a blend of polyamide and

polyolefin elastomer was designed to compare the experi-

mental data with DIA model predictions. Also, some other

experimental data from other related research findings were

used. The coincidence of the experimental data with the

corresponding predictions of DIA model shows its high

accuracy and validity.
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Introduction

The mixing process of polymers has attracted a lot of

attention in the recent decades because of both technical

and economic advantages [1]. It is possible to achieve new

and unique properties by mixing two or more polymers;

however, properties of a blend are related to its final

morphological structure, which is affected by variation of

volume fraction of constituents and process parameters [2].

It is essential to acquire a mechanical model, which would

wrap the whole morphological structure of the blend which

is strongly affected by the variation of volume fractions of

constituents.

Considering immiscibility for majority of polymers,

mixing process chiefly results in droplet-matrix structure at

low contents of dispersed phase (lower than percolation

threshold) [2]. Knotting and interconnecting of droplets

form locally fiber/rod structure, which could be interpreted

as co-continuous sectors. The higher content of dispersed

phase results in more interconnection, which consequently

leads to co-continuous structure to be formed at phase

inversion point. However, it should be noted that the co-

continuous morphology of a blend has a drastic effect on

most physical properties, e.g., modulus, electrical con-

duction and insulation properties [1, 3]. Displacement of

phases at phase inversion changes the properties of blend
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